Family Faculty Meeting
24th March 2022, Zoom
Attendees: Saira, Sharon, Lizzy, Rasheedat, Claire, Kevin, Sarah, Alice, Bel, Fleur

Website Comments
Current Version
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Looks static – needs to say do you want support. Needs to take you somewhere
Second page with welcome should be your first page – it is the first page – so maybe needs
to be further up
Vision and Mission Statement Clear and upfront (make a programme of support for all
parent carers)
Vision could be around what programme aims to achieve and the steps towards that
Have a big button that says are you a funder – takes you to further information
Tag line needs to make it explicit that its for parent carers of children
More diversity on the website. Pictures that include genders, diversity.
Do you have any commissioned photography as everyone seems to like image on the first
page.
Check accessibility on the phone, Wi-Fi access, loading images.

1st Concept Page
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The vision is within the strapline – ‘Improving parent carers health and wellbeing’
Looks very professional. I like the colours – is that a child or adult? Think it needs to be a
parent, perhaps punches you in the face to say its about health and wellbeing.
I think the picture says health and wellbeing, the sun, the trees, looks like she might be doing
something active
I think the picture is uplifting for a landing page. It does need to be obvious it is an adult.
That picture is something I do when I have a lot on. The sunshine is uplifting.
I really like the little icons and how to access different parts of the site. The transparent
image behind makes it a bit harder to read.
We should never lose site that parent carers is not only for females.
Love the fact the video is playable on that first pic via button.
Love the vibe, the picture. Is the person creating a heart?
Looks like it is geared towards physical wellbeing/activity programme.

2nd Concept Page
•
•
•

I do not like it at all. It does not say what you do. It doesn’t resonated me as a parent carer
Feels slightly patronising. Connects me to a feeling of grief. I feel like its put together by
someone who isn’t a parent carer.
We like the fact that there’s a person in the first one. Presentation of the icons is better

•
•
•
•
•

Might be an issue given the different audiences. I don’t know what a member is.
We don’t want an image that’s too sporty but I think in the first she’s walking
This image feels too institutional. Having the research team at the bottom.
Hard to read some of the text. It doesn’t come across as inviting. I prefer the icons in the
first one.
Very corporate.

3rd Concept Page
•
•
•
•
•

I don’t think the image is quite right. I don’t think any of the icons is quite right. They seem
very University like now. More user friendly. Clearer about who they are for.
Graphics a but immature. Having the images at the top rather than having to scroll down
and more accessible. More important than the graphic. Complex and simplistic all in one.
Better if options were at the top. I didn’t see the head silhouette. Kind of feels medically
institutionalised.
The strap line on the first one is lost on the second and third one and the video. Menu at the
top is floating around, so not so good.
In Positive Family Connections, they have commissioned a whole suite of illustrations – they
went down that route as it might be easier to give the illustrator a clearer brief. Their
illustrations provided more of a richness/depth. you can see the Positive Family Connections
illustrations (some of them) here (top and bottom):
https://cerebra.org.uk/research/positive-family-connections-takepart/#:~:text=The%20programme%20aims%20to%20enhance,at%20the%20University%20of
%20Warwick

4th Concept Page
•
•

•
•
•
•

I like those news boxes at the bottom. This looks most like a charities website. This is quite
recognisable as charity type website.
I am not as keen on newsfeeds – it speaks action and what’s going on. Most traffic to the
website will be wanting to find out about the programme specifically. So I wouldn’t make it
as prominent.
It looks like its advertising a nursery. Doesn’t offer the depth of what your offering.
Unless you update it every week I think they are fairly pointless.
It doesn’t translate well. I don’t think it looks as welcoming as the first or even original one.
Find the picture inappropriate, totally stereotypical, doesn’t reflect. I find it a real turnoff. Its
really female focused. Agree about the news item. Focusing away from the camera. I think
that landing image is really important.

5th Concept Page
•

•
•

As a parent carers we all know we’re parent carers so I feel that wouldn’t include me.
Comments/quotes from participants would really draw me into the screen. I agree the
strapline is really important.
Gorgeous picture but I don’t think the parent should appear in it. I absolutely love the
pictures of people taking part. Having the buttons and icons above and the video button.
I think its interesting to put ourselves in the shoes of someone visiting the website for the
first time. We do know what HPC is about. The homepage doesn’t evoke disability at all. It’s
a programme for a specific category of parent carers. Do we need to be more explicit. We’re
not the target audience.

•

•

News boxes used for testimonials instead. I really don’t get on with the blue, reminds me of
the NHS. The green and blue together looks too medicinal. Colours need to be run against
accessibility criteria. I agree on blue
I don’t you materialise the focus being the health and wellbeing of the parent carer. Putting
the child on there dilutes the message.

